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FROM THE GROUND UP
The MG., TR, Healey, Land Rover and yes,
the Jag, legends are… these names. Heritage
and Pride have brought these products to
North America. British Auto Specialists have
been servicing Calgary’s British auto lovers
for almost 20 years. We bring the precision of
factory to the Canadian doorstep. Talk to us,
we will find your dream car and complete
the restoration to its original glory. Baby will
be… “British from the inside out”.

Build Your Toy
Owner, Jay Chapman takes great pride in securing the elite service engineers and technicians to work on your Toy. Each project
we take on will be built individually to suit
your budget. Each vehicle is given the TLC
to last a lifetime. The rest is up to you and
your pride to extend the Tender Loving Care
British Auto Specialists has built into the finished product

Facilities

Budget

Boasting the largest service depot of its kind
in Western Canada, British Auto specialists guarantees efficient repair turn around
to meet your busy schedule. In this 12,000
square foot service area is the facilities to restore and repair every vehicle that enters our
doors. The British Auto show room is large
and comfortable. Have a coffee while you
wait. Take a trip down Memory lane and
browse through the library of past. Check
out the artifacts collection. When all this
has been completed just relax in our hospitality while you wait or tour the shop. You
are likely to be surprised with the extent of
unique product under restoration.

At British Auto Specialists we understand
what a major restoration represents and the
commitment our clients have in each project
brought into us. Please do not hesitate to
ask about our many payment arrangements
designed to suit your budget. We will person-

General Service
As an extension of our service, British Auto
Specialists welcomes all vehicles of British
origin to our service bays. Good British auto
repair shops are few and far between. We
make our business… your business. Pampering you and your vehicle with utmost care,
at very competitive prices. Your continued
patronage is essential.

alize your commitment to suit your means.

Road Advisory
A very select few People have a tendency to
appreciate the craftsmanship of these British
high-breeds. “Once driven, all is forgiven”.
You will never go back to the tried and true.
Your “Drive life” takes on a whole new experience. The road ability of these automobiles
is proven time and time again. Brave… to
take one of these vehicles on, in the twisted
Rocky Mountain roadways. Feel the stability
of the pilot’s seat. You best have a good set
of driving gloves and a great detector with
GPS capabilities.

British…from the inside out

